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Star Wars: The Old Republic gives players access to many types of playing styles. These styles are
divided into classes, for example, the Sith Warrior. These evil, Force sensitive characters enforce
the will of the Empire. They can specialize into two different classes:  Sith Juggernaut and 
Marauder. Let's take a quick look at the SWTOR Sith Juggernaut class to see how it works,
weighing its advantages and disadvantages.

The Sith Juggernaut has trained all their life to become a powerful warrior, specializing in close
combat. They use the Force to boost their stamina, combat and protective skills. Sith Juggernauts
can battle seemingly forever and their powerful strikes devastate opponents. The are nearly
invulnerable, shrugging off powerful attacks and striking back twice as hard.

Essentially, the Star Wars: The Old Republic Sith Juggernaut class focuses their Force abilities on
protecting themselves and throwing a protective aura around  allies. Juggernauts use the Force to
punish their enemies as opposed to damaging them. Sith Juggernauts are skilled at draining the
energy and life force of their adversaries to boost their own. In a literal sense: Sith Juggernauts
perform like a vacuum. The â€œVengeanceâ€• skill tree gives them a single minded focus on destroying 
enemies . The â€œImmortalâ€• skill tree can be considered the tanking tree as this is one of the
Juggernaut's main specialty . Rage helps the player master the Force and the Shii-Cho form. 

However, the Sith Juggernaut has disadvantages. These powerful characters focus  on pure,
destructive force that they tend to be distracted and easily confused. Juggernauts become
completely engaged in combat with  a specific enemy or group of enemies that they ignore sneak
attacks (from behind) and sniper attacks (from above). By the time the attack has occurred, the
Juggernaut may not be left standing or barely standing.

Unfortunately, one of the biggest disadvantages Juggernauts struggle with is speed. Unlike other
tank classes in the SWTOR, Juggernauts are exceptionally slow. Albeit, their attacks are immensely
hard hitting but if the character does not connect the blows to the enemy, the entire purpose of the
attack/defense is lost.  Another factor to consider is the Juggernaut's protective aura which allows
them take immense amounts of damage and  endure a long battle, yet  the aura does not protect
them from stealth, guerrilla style attacks and speed classes.

Nevertheless, the Sith Juggernaut is a powerful addition to any Imperial combat group or guild. It is
highly advised players spend time practicing the  moves, powerful force based attacks and
defensive maneuvers before attempting to master this slow but powerful class. Lots more class
content is made publicly available at http://www.swtorsithjuggernaut.com/ . Once mastered, players
can easily defeat enemies with the trusty lightsaber in hand.

A tad bit of advice: surround yourself with fast, protective classes. This way, your character will
prosper in the battlefield without worrying of being attacked from behind. For more details about the
class and other gaming insights, sites like http://www.starwarsoldrepublicguide.net/ would come in
very useful.
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Carpenter - About Author:
The author shares more information about the Sith Juggernaut class at various blogs such as the a
Stih Juggernaut Guide and a SWTOR Guide blogs.
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